
Setting new standards for fast,
efficient auto crushing.
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Quick setups.  Quick teardowns.
Quickly gain a competitive edge.

Crushers & Loggers
By Granutech - Saturn Systems



SQ
00:00 — QS at rest 00:10 — Cylinders

moving into place
00:27 — QS with
cylinders locked

Increased back wall height
and added reinforcement

Increased
hydraulic
filtering
capability

Automated
locking pins

allow quick setup
for operation

or transit

Redesigned
heavy-duty

lid stops

Two-foot wider
feed throat

for ease of loading

Larger
control cabinet
for easier
maintenance

Replaceable
cylinder trunnion

mounts

The result:   00:42 — QS lid
fully open, 42-second setup!

It stands to reason that the only auto crusher that could take the place of the Big MAC Flattener would be another Big

MAC.  Introducing the Big MAC QS from MAC/Granutech-Saturn Systems, a flattener with one of the quickest and

easiest setups in the industry.  A fully-automated hydraulic system raises the cylinder to its upright working position,

then also locks the trunnion in place, making the QS operational.  For teardown, the fully-automated process is reversed,

lowering to a legal travel height.  The entire setup or tear down process can be done by one person in less than a

minute.  But we didn’t stop there.  A combination of our own design reviews and input from our extensive list of Big

MAC owners led to the enhancements spotlighted below.

The new Big MAC QS provides quick setups and teardowns
— and a wealth of other benefits — to auto recyclers.
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www.granutech.com

Big MAC QS Flatteners are a product ofIn making these changes, we also kept in mind what’s

important to you.  As a result, we still maintain both our

90-inch opening and our legal weight.   Let the Big MAC

QS get you up and running faster than ever before.

Call Granutech-Saturn Systems today.

The Setup

Exposed hydraulic tubing
has been eliminated


